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DREHER DOMINATES AGAIN

R

olling into the 6th Annual Lucas Oil West Coast
Shootout, the Jet-Hot Open Comp points battle
was wide open, especially with the current points
leader out for the rest of the season (Get well soon,
Dennis!). Fifteen drivers braved the oppressive heat and
entered the class, with the resultant qualifying sheet
foreshadowing an elimination day full of close races and
possible upsets. Topping that list was John Wright with
a perfect triple-zero reaction time, followed by a pair of
.001 lights belonging to Kevin Stokesberry and Greg
Dreher. Reigning champ Justen Spencer was batting
cleanup with a .015 light and John Guinn’s .018 light
rounded out the top-five qualifiers.
As the sun rose over the San Bernardino Mountains on
Sunday, Greg Dreher was getting ready to take on all
comers with his new suspension setup—he converted
the rear suspension to a ladder bar setup between races.
“It was a brand new ladder-bar suspension with no
testing on it. Right off the trailer, the car needed some
adjustments,” Dreher explained of his new setup. “It ran
well after a few adjustments from Brandon at S&S

Automotive.” The car actually ran a little too well, giving
Dreher a 10.08 index for eliminations. “I kind of buried
my index in qualifying, so I switched to shorter tires on
Sunday,” related Dreher of his attempt to shorten gearing in order to run his number. He seemed to be able to
speed the car up, as his first matchup of the day with
Ron Mihld was a double-breakout. Dreher backed off a
bit, running a 10.12 on his 10.08 index to defeat John
Marquardt in the second round.
The semis saw Dreher send John Guinn packing in a
race he lead stripe to stripe, setting up an exciting final
round with Brent Calvert. As the tree dropped, Dreher
was away first, but not cleanly.
“I went up a little too much in tire pressure and spun
them pretty good. I thought I was done,” said Dreher of
his thoughts during the first 330 feet of the final round.
However, at half-track, Calvert was right where he
should have been in Dreher’s mirror, and at the stripe,
only four feet separated the pair, with a .016-second
margin of victory turning on Dreher’s win light.
“[Spinning at the hit] may not work every time, but it

worked this time; it was a tight race,” laughed Dreher.
“I was lucky enough to have my whole family with me at
the race; my wife and kids, and my mother and father as
well.” This makes two wins for Dreher, in two races, in
two classes, and puts him into the Open Comp points
lead at the halfway point in the season. FSC

The newest vehicle in the class is Brent Calvert’s 2014
Mustang. With an 8.67 index, he was deadly on the tree
all weekend long. In the final round, he got within four feet
of a win light, but Dreher had a .016 better package.

Kevin Stokesberry and his
big-block ‘71 Chevelle had
quite the weekend. Qualified
number two, Stokesberry
worked his way to the semifinal round before falling to
Calvert in a tight race.

John Guinn wheeled his Fourthgen Camaro to a top-five
qualifying spot and took out
some tough competitors—
including the top qualifier—en
route to his semifinal match with
the eventual winner.
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John Wright and his crossbreed four-eyed car took the
top-qualifier honors with a perfect reaction time on
Saturday. He carded another trip-zip light in his first-round
bye run, but flirted with danger a little too much in the
second round, as he went -.008 red, ending his weekend.

